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Introduction

1. Europe and its worlds: 
Experiences with E-Humanities Research

• (Digital) Republic of Letters:
Circulation of Knowledge And Learned Practices In The
17th Century Dutch Republic.

2. (E)-Humanities Research 
Expectations and Implications

• Uncertainty in humanities research (changes in nature of 
research)

• The new historian ?! (changes in practices of research)
3. ICT and History and History and and ICT
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1 Europe and Its Worlds
CIRCULATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNED PRACTICES IN 

THE 17TH CENTURY DUTCH REPUBLIC
A Web Based Humanities Collaboratory on Correspondences

Experiences with e-Humanities Research



The Digital 
Republic of
Letters



How can we combine and structure various sets of letters
of 17th-century scholars and their correspondents in such a
way that we can analyze and visualize the circulation and
appropriation of knowledge production in a wider
international context and recognize the development of
themes of interest and scholarly debates in space and
time?

How can we make this information on knowledge
production accessible to interdisciplinary research in the
Humanities?

How can this information be enriched by annotation ?

Challenges



Corpus Number 
of 
letters:

In 
posession?

Format Metadata Normalized?

Grotius 7725 Yes TEI In Interp 
element

Yes, DBNL 
codes

Van 
Leeuwenhoek

337 Yes TEI In Interp 
element

Yes, DBNL 
codes

Descartes 375 Yes XML (no 
TEI)

other 
markup

No, plain text

Barlaeus 1200 300 ready Word unknown unknown
Swammerdam 80 Yes Word unknown unknown

Constantijn 
Huygens

7295 Yes xml Probably 
Interp
element

DBNL codes

Christiaan 
Huygens

2900? No probably 
TEI

Probably 
Interp
element

DBNL codes

Corpora



Facetted search





Source: Scott Weingart –Indiana University





CEN Metadata Network 
1550-1750

13 587 
correspondents
>700 in our
corpus

Catalogus Epistularum Neerlandicarum Scott Weingart –Indiana University



Topic Modeling + Language

Latent Direchlet Allocation (LDA)
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
Random Indexing
+ stemming, named entity recognition

Documents are mixtures of topics
A topic is a probability distribution over words

Used to find
• similar words
• similar documents
• documents similar to arbitrary text



1508 la Haye
0113 Hagae Com.
0105 den Hage
0094 Hagae Comitis
0072 Hag. Com.
0040 la Haije
0029 Hagae
0016 den Haege
0014 la Hay
0010 Hagae-Com.
0008 Hage
0005 's Gravenhage
0004 Hagam
0004 Hagae Comitatensi
0004 Den Haghe
0003 la Haya
0002 Den Haech
0002 la haye
0002 La Haije
0002 Den Hagh
0002 La Haye
0001 Den Haeghe

0001 Hag. Comit.
0001 's Gravenhaghe
0001 Hagae Comit.
0001 Den Haag
0001 'S graven-hage
0001 Haye
0001 la Hayee
0001 's Graven Haghe

0001 den Haeg
0001 Dne Hage
0001 Hagaecomit.
0001 Hagae Com
0001 Haage
0001 Haghe
0001 s' Gravenhage
0001 Hagae comitis
0001 s'Graven-hage
0001 Hagae com.
0001 den Haag

Named
Entity
Recognition

Source:
Piroska
Lendvai

Source:
Walter

Ravenek





Topic-Author-Time



Source: Scott Weingart –Indiana University



Once you create a set of topics, plotting their 
frequencies is simple enough. But plotting the 
aggregate frequency of a group of words isn’t the 
same thing as “discovering a trend,” unless the 
individual words in the group actually correlate with 
each other over time. And it’s not self-evident that 
they will.

Blog The Stone and The Shell 
Ted Underwood: UIUC

Data + Contextuality

http://tedunderwood.wordpress.com/2011/09/16/topics-are-
also-trends



Modeling and Visualizing

http://topics cs princeton edu/Science/browse



Document Classification



Labelling 300 letters in various
languages on a document level 
and indicating approxiamately
20 relevant words for topic(s) of 
letters

Planning games to provide 
feedback

20

Feedback Researchers



Transcription and Annotation: 
e-Laborate 3
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2 (E)-Humanities Research 
Expectations and Implications

Uncertainty in humanities
(changes in nature of research)

The new historian ?! 
(changes in practices of research)



• Uncertainty in data

• Uncertainty in data and manipulation

• Uncertainty in interfaces in and between data sets

• Uncertainty and implications for research

Uncertainty in humanities research
Changes in the nature of research



Source: P. Mekenkamp/O. Koop, “Nauwkeurigheids-
analyse van oude kaarten met behulp van de computer”, 
Caert-Thresoor, 1986, nr. 3, pp. 45-52



Uncertainty in data and manipulation

Johanna Drucker Digital Humanities Quarterly 2011 Winter

data have to be understood as capta and the 
conventions created to express observer-independent 
models of knowledge need to be radically reworked to 
express humanistic interpretation



Uncertainty in interfaces 
in and between data sets 



Visualize what you do not know

http://openglam.org/author/cncoleman/



Analyze by Visualization  - 1

http://www.indiana.edu/~kruschke/DoingBayesianDataAnalysis/%



Analyze by Visualization - 2

?

http://tedunderwood.wordpress.com/2012/03/02/literary‐and‐nonliterary‐diction‐the‐sequel/



• theoretical reflection  on concept 
of cultural biography:
• the role of expertise?
• the role of intervention?

1997 Monika Fleischmann
Skywriter Virtual Xanten

http://viswiz.gmd.de/tools/vb.html

Changing roles of historians (1) 
position



Changing roles of historian (2)
historical collaboratories

collaboratory is more than an elaborate collection of 
information and communications technologies; it is a new 
networked organizational form that also includes social 
processes; collaboration techniques; formal and informal 
communication; and agreement on norms, principles, 
values, and rules” (Cogburn, 2003)

tools
(instruments)

information
(data)

knowledge
(new findings)

aggregating 
across distance 

shared instrument community data
system

virtual learning community & 
virtual community of practice

co-creating 
across distance 

infrastructure open community
contribution system

distributed research centre

Stefan Dormans and Jan Kok, ‘An Alternative Approach to Large Historical Databases; 
Exploring Best Practices with Collaboratories’, Historical Methods 43 (2010) 3: 97-107



http://www.transcribe‐bentham.da.ulcc.ac.uk/td/Transcribe_Bentham and 
http//:www.ucl.ac.uk/transcribe‐bentham  

Changing roles of historian (3)
crowdsourcing



Transcribing, and the TEI transcription toolbar



Transcribe Bentham quality control process



Volunteer motivations
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3 ICT and History and History and ICT    

(Krantzberg’s: Laws of Technology



ICT and History
Kranzberg's laws of technology

1. Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it 
neutral.

2. Invention is the mother of necessity.
3. Technology comes in packages, big and 

small.
4. Although technology might be a prime 

element in many public issues, nontechnical 
factors take precedence in technology-policy 
decisions.

5. All history is relevant, but the history of 
technology is the most relevant.

6. Technology is a very human activity - and so 
is the history of technology.

Kranzberg, Melvin (1986) Technology and History: "Kranzberg's Laws",
Technology and Culture, Vol. 27, No. 3, pp. 544-560.



38DM2E - Project and Context
Stefan Gradmann. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, May 30 2012

EDM and Linked Open Data



39DM2E - Project and Context
Stefan Gradmann. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, May 30 2012

Digital Humanities Functionality 
(WP3)

How to enable digital scholarship building on combined 
EDM RDF metadata and digital surrogates ...
… building on an ontological, granular representation of 
John Unsworth's scholarly primitives (or their 
successors according to Blanke/Hedges 2011) …
... resulting in a increasingly complex social semantic 
scholarly graph containing RDF statements such as

VersionA – isSuccessorOf – VersionB
Statement1 – contradicts - Statement2
ScribeY – copiedFrom – ScribeZ

→ generate scholarly heuristics from inferences on this 
graph ...



Participatory Patchwork Prototyping
Developing with historians



History and ICT

IBM director Watson to Busa in 1949
“It is impossible to make a machine 

do what you are asking. You 
claim to be more American than 
we are!”. 

Father Busa then drew from his 
pocket a business card he picked 
up with the multinational’s slogan, 
coined by the boss: “Think”; 
followed by: “What's difficult we 
can do straight away, the 
impossible takes a little longer”. 
He handed it to Watson with a 
disappointed shrug.

Roberto Busa had 
looked, unsuccessfully, 
for a way to connect 
single fragments of 
Aquinos’ thought to 
compare them with 
other sources.





Recommendations

• Beware of tekkies. Development with not for historians
• Consider e-history as one of many methodologies
• Consider most tools useful for navigation rather than

interpretation, for interrogation rather than explanation
• Not just digitization, but data preparation in relation to 

research questions
• Explore digital methods (visualization) as source of 

historical information and experience
• (Re-) use existing interfaces with low thresholds
• Develop digital methods for history; develop historical

methods for digitization



Thank You


